BOX INSTALLATION
Locate and position box in accordance with floor plans. Hole to be cut in floor - 13-3/4” x 12-1/4”. Drop floor box thru hole and secure with #8 hardware (by installer). Lip on box can accommodate #8 countersunk screws. Remove and retain temporary cover and screws. Route conduits to box as required. Place this installation guide back into box, along with all supplied items, and reinstall temporary cover.

INSTALLING ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Pull wires and cables to box as necessary (removal of gang mounting brackets may be required). Terminate wires and cables to electronic components, and install electronic components onto gang mounting brackets. Reinstall temporary cover if finished cover is to be installed at a later date.

DIVIDER ASSEMBLY FOR 5” & 7” BOXES
Position divider assembly in box before installing gang plate assembly, secure divider assembly to gang plate assembly with screws as noted.

* GAP FILLERS ARE OPTIONAL PER DESIRED CONFIGURATION (SEE PREVIOUS PAGE), AND ARE INSTALLED SIMILARLY TO DIVIDER ASSEMBLIES.
TYPICAL INSTALLATION
CARPET OVER CONCRETE (COVER WITH EDGING)

TEMPORARY COVER
CARPET
FINISH COVER
FLOOR BOX
FLOOR BOX
FLOORING MATERIAL
FLOORING MATERIAL

VINYL FLOORING OVER CONCRETE (COVER WITHOUT EDGING)

TEMPORARY COVER
VINYL FLOORING
FINISH COVER
FLOOR BOX
FLOOR BOX
FLOORING MATERIAL
FLOORING MATERIAL

CENTER DIVIDER CONFIGURATION (NOT APPLICABLE ON 4" BOX)
SET ASIDE TEMPORARY COVER AND SCREWS FOR POSSIBLE RE-INSTALLATION. REMOVE AND RETAIN GANG MOUNTING BRACKETS AND SCREWS TO CONFIGURE CENTER DIVIDERS.

REMOVABLE SMALL CENTER DIVIDER
REMOVABLE LARGE CENTER DIVIDER
POSIBLE GANG DIVIDER LOCATION

6 GANG SIDE

"5 GANG SIDE" MOUNTING BRACKET CONFIGURATIONS

"6 GANG SIDE" MOUNTING BRACKET CONFIGURATIONS

GANG MOUNTING BRACKET CONFIGURATION
PER CUSTOMER SPECIFICATIONS, CONFIGURE GANG MOUNTING BRACKETS AS SHOWN BELOW AND REASSEMBLE INTO BOX.

5 OR 6 GANG MOUNTING PLATE
DIVIDER HOLDER
LARGE GAP FILLER
SMALL GAP FILLER
OPTIONAL DIVIDER

5 GANG SIDE

6 GANG SIDE

5 GANG SIDE

6 GANG SIDE